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Hereditary attributes of surjections and 
parameter sets 
HANS JDRGEN PROMEL AND BERND VOIGT 
This paper investigates the duality between combinatorial properties of finite injections (finite 
sets) and finite surjections (finite equivalence relations). We establish a dual form of the finite 
Erdiis-Rado canonization theorem [1. London Math. Soc. 25 (1950), 249-255] and generalize 
results from [1. Combin. Theory, Ser. A 35 (1983), 309-327]. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the duality between injections and surjections. We exhibit 
the hereditary attributes of finite injections and finite surjections. 
In Section 1 the category ) of finite injections is introduced. Objects are nonnegative 
integers and morphisms are injective mappings f: {0, ... , k -1} ~ {0, ... , m -1}. 
Images of injections f: {0, ... , k -1} ~ {0, ... , m -1} are k-element subsets of 
{0, ... , m -1}. Different injections possibly yield the same subset. This leads to introduce 
the category ~ of rigid (viz. monotonic) injections. The set ~ ( 7:) of monotonic injections 
f : {0, ... , k -1} ~ {0, ... , m -1} corresponds bijectively to the set of k-element subsets 
of {0, ... , m -1}. 
Erdos and Rado [ 1] investigated the hereditary attributes of finite sets, i.e. rigid 
injections. They showed that the only hereditary attributes result from taking subsets. 
Using the original notation, the result, which is usually known as the 'Erdos-Rado 
canonization theorem', can be formulated as follows: 
NoTATION. [Xt is the set of k-element subsets of X. For X= {x0 , ••• , Xm- 1} with 
x0 <x1 < · · · <xm_1 and J c;:;; {0, ... , k-1} l~t X :J ={x; E XI i E J} be the ]-subset of X. 
THEOREM A [1]. For every mapping Ll:[X]k~N, where X is an n-element set and 
n;;.: n(k, m) is sufficiently large, there exists an m-element subset- Y E [xr and there exists 
a subset J c;:;; {0, ... , k -1} such that for all k-element subsets Z, Z E [ Y]k it follows that 
a(Z) = a(Z) iff Z:J=Z:J. 
Theorem A can be generalized by allowing .:1 to be defined on all subsets of X: 
THEOREM B [7]. For every mapping a:Uk""m[Xt~N, where X is ann-element set 
and n ;;,: n ( m) is sufficiently large, there exists an m-element subset Y E [ xr and for every 
k ~ m there exists a subset fkl c;:;; {0, ... , k -1} such that for all k ~ k* ~ m one of the 
following two assertions is valid : 
(a) .::l(Z) ;C .::l(Z*) for all Z E [ Yt and all Z* E [ Yt*, 
(/3) .::l(Z) = .::l(Z*) iff Z: fkl = Z*: fk*) for all Z E [ Yt and all Z* E [ Yt* 
Note that for k = k* necessarily the second alternative holds. This is just iterating the 
Erdos-Rado canonizing theorem. The interesting part of theorem B is when k < k*. Either, 
{.::l(Z) I Z E [ Yt} n {.::l(Z*) I Z* E [ Yt*} = 0, the cardinality serves as a distinguishing 
attribute. Or, .::l(Z) = .::l(Z*) iff Z and Z* share the same ]-subsets. 
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We call Theorem B the iterated version of the Erdos-Rado canonization theorem. 
In Section 1 we interpret these results in terms of the category .'J of rigid injections. 
We also mention a canonizing theorem for the category j of finite injections. 
In Section 2 then the category :} of finite surjections is introduced. Objects are positive 
integers and morphisms are surjective mappings F:{O, ... ,m-l}~{o, ... ,k-1}. The 
fibres F-1( i), i < k, of surjections F: {0, ... , m -1} ~ {0, ... , k -1} partition the set 
{0, ... , m -1} into k mutually disjoint and nonempty blocks. Different surjections possibly 
yield the same partition. This leads to introduce the category Y of rigid surjections. A 
surjection F: {0, ... , m -1} ~ {0, ... , k -1} is rigid iff min F-1( i) <min F- 1(j) for all i < 
j < k. The set Y('!:) of rigid surjections from m onto k corresponds bijectively to partitions 
of {0, ... , m -1} into k mutually disjoint and nonempty blocks. 
The categories :} and Y are, in a sense, dual to the categories j and .'J. But note that 
the category Y is richer than the category .'J, as there exists a full and dense functor 
<I> : Y ~ .'J, but not vice versa, cf. Section 4. 
In particular, the category Y (resp., certain subcategories Y,, cf. Section 2) is rich 
enough to cover the structure of the Graham-Rothschild parameter sets. Basically, this 
point of view of the Graham-Rothschild parameter sets, though using a different notation, 
is due to Leeb [3]. 
The Graham-Rothschild partition theorem for n-parameter sets (Theorem 2.4) is the 
analogue of Ramsey's theorem for the categories Y, resp. Y,. So, this is a dual form of 
Ramsey's theorem (cf. also [4]). 
In Section 3 we state the canonizing version of the Graham-Rothschild theorem 
(Theorem 3.3). This is the analogue of the Erdos-Rado canonization theorem for Y, resp. 
Y,. 
The main results of this paper are an iterated version of Theorem 3.3 (thus, the analogue 
of Theorem B) and a canonizing theorem for finite surjections. These results are stated 
and proved in Section 5. 
To this end, in Section 4 we formulate the canonizing version of the Graham-Rothschild 
theorem by the aid of attribute functions, describing the hereditary attributes in terms of 
the category Y, without referring to additional concepts. 
For a general framework of canonizing theorems using attribute functions compare [7]. 
1. INJECTIONS AND RIGID INJECTIONS 
DEFINITION 1.1. For nonnegative integers k and m we denote by J,('!:) the set of 
injective mappings f: {0, ... , k -1} ~ {0, ... , m -1}. For f E J,(;:.) and g E }>(';)the compo-
sition f · g E J,G) is defined via the usual composition of mappings, (f · g)(i) = f(g(i)). 
We say that j is the category of finite injections. 
By J,(n) = Uo""k""njG) we denote the set of all injections from smaller ordinals into n. 
J,(n) is quasi-ordered in the following way: for fE J,(k) and g E }>(;:,)put f~ g iff f= g · h 
for some hE .f,(k). 
f and g are equivalent, i.e., f~ g and g~ f, iff k = m and f= g · h for some hE}>(;::). h 
permutes the images of g, respectively h. 
This leads to introduce the category .'J of rigid finite injections: 
DEFINITION 1.2. For nonnegative integers k and m we denote by .'J(';) the set of 
injections f: k~ m satisfying f(i) < f(j) for all i <j < k. 
Clearly, .'J(k) ~ J,(k). Rigid injections are just monotonic injections. They are closed 
under composition, i.e . .'J (;:.) · .'J(';) ~ .'JG). The category .'J is a subcategory of J,. 
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For every injection j E } ( n) there exists precisely one rigid injection f E g ( n) = 
Uo"'k"'ng(~) with f:s;; f and f:s;; f. So :s;; partially orders g(n). (g(n), :s;;) is isomorphic to 
the Boolean lattice of subsets of an n-element set. 
The finite version of Ramsey's theorem asserts: 
THEOREM (Ramsey [6]). For every mapping ll: g(~) ~ {0, ... , r -1}, where n ~ 
n(k, r, m) is sufficiently large, there exists anfE g(;:,) such that 
ll(f. g)= ll(f. g) for all 
What are the hereditary attributes of finite sets (rigid injections)? This has been answered 
by Erdos and Rado: 
For rigid injections hE g(k) consider the mapping mh: g('f:) ~ g(m) which is defined by 
mh(g) = g ·h. 
By abuse of language, mh is defined for arbitrary m. 
Each mh is hereditary in the sense that for all fE g(;:.) and all g, g E g('f:) it follows that 
iff 
But these are the only hereditary attributes of finite sets: 
THEOREM (Erdos-Rado [1]). For every mapping ll:gG)~I\J, where n~n(k, m) is 
sufficiently large, there exist f E g (::,) and h E g ( k) such that for all g, g E g ( 7:) it follows that 
ll(f. g)= ll(f. g) iff 
This can be generalized by allowing ll to be defined on all subsets of m-element sets: 
THEOREM [7] (iterated version). For every mapping ll:U0,.k,.mg(~~I\J, where n~ 
n(m) is sufficiently large, there exists an fE g(;:,) and for every k:s;; m there exists an 
h(k) E g(k) such that for all k :s;; k* :s;; m 
either ll(f·g)#ll(f·g)forallgEg(7:) and gEg(;::.), 
or ll(f · g)= ll(f · g) iff mh<•J(g) = mh<••J(g) for all g E g('f:) and g E g(f:!). 
What are the hereditary attributes of finite injections? 
The category g is a subcategory of }. Hence at least the hereditary attributes of g 
have to be considered. As }('[;) = g('{;) · }(Z), new attributes are given by permutations 
u E} (Z). It turns out that these are the only additional possibilities. 
THEOREM [7] (canonization of injections). For every mapping .l:}W~I\J, where 
n ~ n(k, m) is sufficiently large, there exists an fE g(;:,) and for every TE }(Z) there exists 
an h T E g ( k) such that for all u, T E } ( Z) 
either ll(f · g · u)-# (f · g · r) for all g, g E g('{;), 
or ll(f · g · u) = ll(f · g · T) iff mhu(g) = mhT(g) for all g, g E g ('{;). 
2. SURJECTIONS AND RIGID SURJECTIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. For positive integers k and m we denote by fi('f:) the set of surjective 
mappings F:{O, ... , m -1}~ {0, ... , k-1}. 
For FE fi(;:.) and G E fi(7:) the composition F · G E fiW is defined via the usual 
composition of mappings, however, in reversed order, (F · G)(i) = G(F(i)). 
We say that :J' is the category of finite surjections. 
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By !J(n) = Uo<k"'"!J(~) we denote the set of all surjections from n onto smaller ordinals. 
!J(n) is quasi-ordered in the following way: for FE!J(~) and GE!J(,;:) put F>G iff 
F=G · H for some HE !J(';:). 
F and G are equivalent, i.e. F;;;.: G and G;;;.: F, iff k = m and F = G · H for some HE !J(;;:). 
Then H permutes the images ofF, resp. G. 
This leads to introduce the category Y of rigid finite surjections: 
DEFINITION 2.2. For positive integers k and m we denote by Y( ';:) the set of surjections 
F: m ~ k satisfying min F-1(i) <min F-1(j) for all i <j < m. 
Clearly, Y('k) ~ !J(';:). As rigid surjections are closed under composition, i.e. YG;:) · Y(Z) ~ 
Y(~). the category Y is a subcategory of !J. 
For every FE !J(n) there exists precisely one FE Y(n) = Uo<k~n Y(~) with F.;; F and 
F.;; F. So .;;; partially orders Y(n). (Y(n), .;;;) is isomorphic to th; lattice of partitions of 
an n-element set. 
Let us generalize these concepts: 
DEFINITION 2.3. For nonnegative integers t and nonnegative integers k and m let 
Y,('k)={FEYe~'k)IF(i)=i for all i<t}. For FEY,(.;:) and GEY,(';:) the composition 
F · G E Y,('k) is explained as in the category !J, i.e. (F · G)( i) = G(F(i) ). Morphisms 
FE Y, ( ';') are called k-parameter words of length m over t-element alphabet. With respect 
to FEY,(';') the values 0, ... , t -1 are constants, while the values t, . .. , t + k -1 are 
parameters. Recall that F may contain constants (in the sense that possibly F( t + i) E 
{0, ... , t -1} for 0.;;; i < m ), but it has to contain all parameters (in the sense that for 
every O.;;;j < k there exists O.;;; i < m with F(t+ i) = t+ j). 
However, the notion of constants and parameters is fluently changing, depending on 
the value of t. Y,+1 can be embedded into Y, and this can be embedded into Y = Y0 • 
The Graham-Rothschild partition theorem for parameter sets says the following: 
THEOREM 2.4 (Graham and Rothschild [2]). For every mapping ~: Y, m ~ 
{ 0, ... , r- 1} where n ;;;,: n ( t, k, r, m) is sufficiently large, there exists an FE Y, (,;:) such that 
~(F ·G)= ~(F · G)forall G, GE Y,(';:). 
3. A CANONIZING VERSION OF GRAHAM-ROTHSCHILD'S THEOREM 
NoTATION. For nonnegative integers m we denote by II(m) the set of equivalence 
relations on m={O, ... ,m-1}. For m.;;;n, O"EII(m) and 7EII(n) we write 0".,;;7 iff 
k =/(modO") implies k =/(mod 7) for all k, I< m. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A sequence ('ITo, ... , 1T d of equivalence relations 1T i E II( t + i + 1) for 
i < k and 1T k E II ( t + k) is k-canonical with respect to t iff 
(1) 1To.;;;1TJ.,;. · . .,;'l'Tk, 
(2) if t+ i = j (mod 1rJ for some j < t+ i, i < k, then 1TH1 .;;; 'l'Tj· 
Let 1T = ('ITo, ... , 'ITk) be k-canonical with respect to t and let FEY,(';:). Put w"'(f, -1) = -1 
and w"' (f. k) = m. For 0.;;; i < k put 
w"'(J. i) =min{/> w"'(J. i -1) If(/)= t + i(mod 1rJ}. 
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The equivalence relation 'IT on Y', (7:) is defined as follows: F = G(mod 'IT) iff 
F(l) = G(l)(mod 'ITH 1) for all l < t+ m with 
w.,(F,i)<l<w.,(F,i+l) andall i=-l,O, ... ,k-1. 
By abuse of language, 'IT is defined for arbitrary m. 
The following theorems show that the equivalence relations 'IT form a canonizing set of 
equivalence relations. 
THEOREM 3.2 [5]. Let 'IT= ('ITo, ... , '!Tk) be k-canonical with respect tot and let FEY',(,;:). 
Then 
G=G(mod'!T) iff F·G=F·G(mod'!T) forall G,GEY',('/:). 
THEOREM 3.3 [5]. Lett, m, k be nonnegative integers. Then there exists a positive integer 
n with the following property: 
for every equivalence relation a on Y',(k) there exists an FEY',(.;:) and there 
exists a k-canonical sequence 'IT= ('ITo .... , '!Tk) such that 
for all G, G E Y', (7:). 
4. CANONICAL ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS FOR Y',('f:) 
There exists a functor <I> : Y', ~ .!J which associates to every k- parameter word G E Y', ( 7:) 
a strictly monotonic (rigid) injection <I> · G E .!J('f:) by 
(<I>· G)(i)=minG-1(t+i)-t. 
The functorial property of <I> is that 
(<I>· F)· (<I>· G)= <I>· (F ·G) 
holds for all FEY',(.;:) and GE Y',('/:). 
The functor <I> shows that hereditary attributes of rigid injections (finite sets) are also 
(via <I>) hereditary attributes of parameter words: for rigid injections hE .!J ( k) consider 
the mapping Ah:Y',('f:)~.!J(m) which is defined by 
Am(G)=(<I>·G)·h. 
By abuse of language, Ah is defined for arbitrary m. 
Each Ah is hereditary in the sense that for all FEY',(~) and all G, G E Y', (7:) it follows 
that 
Another kind of hereditary attribute is given by rigid surjections HE Y'(t+ k). Consider 
the mapping AH: Y', (7:) ~ Y'( t + m) which is defined by 
AH(G) =G. H. 
Again, each AH is hereditary. 
Next we show how k-canonical sequences 'IT= ('ITo, ... , 'ITk) correspond to k-canonical 
attribute functions. 
NoTATION. Let GEY',('f:) and let i<k. Then G1{0, ... ,t+(<I>·G)(i)-l}E 
Y',(<<t>·?Hil). For convenience, we write (G, i) shorthand for G 1 {0, ... , t+(<l> · G)(i)-1}. 
Also, we put (G, k) =G. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let hEJ'(k), say hE.9'(J), let HiE9'(t+h(i)) for i<j and let HiE 
9'( t + k ). For convenience, we put h(j) = k. 
The attribute function 
is defined by 
m[H,Ii""il:9',(~)~ n 9'(t+m) 
j+l 
m[Hdi""il(G) = {dH, ((G, h(i)))L""i 
= {(G, h(i)) · HJi,.j· 
By .;(,{,.k we denote the set of k-canonical attribute functions. 
[Hdi,;;j] is a k-canonicalfamily (and the corresponding mapping m[H,Ii""il is a k-canonical 
attribute function) iff 
(1) Hi,;; HH 11 t + h(i) for every i <j (i.e., cf. above, there exists HiE 9'(/J, where HiE 
9'(t+~(il), such that R+ 1(v) =Hi· Hi(v) for all v < t+ h(i). 
(2) 'Hi+t ( t + h( i)) ¥ li, where again HiE 9'(t+f,(il). 
By .;(,{,,k we denote the set of k-canonical attribute functions. 
The connection between k-canonical sequences ,. = ('ITo, ••• , 'lTk) and k-canonical 
families [Hd i,;; j] is given by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let,.= ('ITo, •.• , ,.k) be k-canonical. Then there exists a k-canonicalfamily 
[Hd i ,;;j] such that for all G, G E 9', (~) it follows that 
G= G(mod 'IT) !ffm[Hdi""il(G) = m[Hdi""il(G). 
PROOF. For i < k let i = i + 1 iff ,. i+t,;;,. i and let = (by abuse of language the same 
symbol) be its transitive closure on {0, ... , k}. =is an equivalence relation. Its equivalence 
classes are intervals, say 10 , ••• , I.i with max Ii <min Ii+t for i <j. LethE J>(J) be defined 
by h(i)=miniH 1 for all i<j and, for convenience, put hU)=k. For i:E;j let HiE 
9'(t + h( i)) be the rigid surjection corresponding to 'IT max I,, i.e. let HiE 9'( t + h( i)) such 
that the fibres of the surjection R describe the equivalence relation 'IT maxi,· Then Hi,;; 
Hi+t1t+h(i), as 'lTmaxi,,;;,.maxi,+,, thus (1) is satisfied. 
Next, if t+h(i) =/(mod 'IT maxi, ~for some 1 < t+ h(i), then obviously HH1(t+ h(i)) ¥ li, 
where li is such that HiE9',('+~(i ). If, on the other hand, t+h(i)~l(mod'!Tmaxi ) for I 1+1 
alll<t+h(i), then, as 'ITmaxi,+,f,.maxi,, Hi is strictly less than HHt1t+h(i), and thus 
also HH 1(t+h(i))¥/i. In each case, (2) is satisfied. Thus, [Hili,;;j] is a k-canonical 
family. From the definition of the intervals we deduce that t +min Ii t /(mod ,.J for all 
1 < t+min {and all i = 1, ... ,j. Hence, 
w1T(G, min Ii+t) =(<I>· G)· h(i) for i <j. 
This gives us finally that 
G = G(mod 'IT) 
iff( <I>· G)· h(i) =(<I>· G)· h(i) for all i <j 
and G(l) = G(l)(mod 'IT max I) for all 1 < (<I> · G) · h( i) and all i :E;j, 
iff (<I>· G)· h =(<I>· G)· hand (G, h(i)) ·Hi= (G, h(i)) ·Hi for i :E;j 
iff m[Hdi""il(G) = m[Hdi""il(G). 
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Now, in terms of attribute functions the canonizing version of the Graham-Rothschild 
theorem reads as follows: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let mE .M,,k beak-canonical attribute function and let FEY,(;:,). Then 
m(F·G)=m(F·G) iff m(G)=m(G) forall G,GEY,(':'). 
PROOF. Obvious. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let t, m, k be nonnegative integers. Then there exists a positive integer n 
with the following property: 
for every mapping .:l: Y, G)~ N there exists an FEY,(;:,) and there exists a k-canonical 
attribute function mE .M,,k such that for all G, G E Y, G') it follows that 
.:l(F ·G)= .:l(F ·G) iff m(G) = m(G). 
PROOF. (3.3) and (4.2). 
ExAMPLE. For hE5(f) the mapping .:lh:Y,('r)~5(m) is represented by [H;ji:Sj] 
with H; E Y( :+h(il) for i <j and Hj E YWk). Then 
.:lh(G)=.:lh(G) iff m[Hdi"'')J(G)=m[H.Ji"'n(G) forall G,GEY,(;). 
For later use let us note two more features of canonical attribute functions: 
LEMMA 4.5. Let [H;I i :Sj] beak-canonical family and let G E Y, (;).Then the mapping 
m:Y,(;:,)~ IT Y(t+n) 
j+i 
with m(F) = m[Hdi"'n(F · G) is an m-canonical attribute function, i.e. mE .M,,m. 
PROOF. Clearly, [ (G, h( i)) · H;l i :Sj] is an m-canonical family and m is the correspond-
ing m-canonical attribute function. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let m ¥- m* be two different k-canonical attribute functions. Then the 
corresponding equivalence relations are different, in particular there exist G, GE Y,(~+ 1 ) 
such that either 
(a) m(G) = m(G), but m*(G) ¥- m*(G), or 
(b) m(G) ¥- m(G), but m*(G) = m*(G). 
PROOF. Let [H;j i :Sj] E ni"'j Y(t + h(i)), resp. [Hf I i :Sj*] E nj,.;j* Y(t + h*(i)) be two 
different k-canonical families corresponding tom, resp. m*. Let r:;;;; min{j,j*} be maximal 
such that 
H; = Hf for all i < r. 
Say that H, E Y('+7<'>), resp. H~ E Y('+pr>), with h(r):;;;; h*(r). Then precisely one of the 
following three alternatives is valid: 
(1) H,(i) ¥- H~(i), for some i < t+ h(r); 
(2) H,(i) = H~(i), for all i < t + h(r), h(r) < h*(r) and H~(t+ h(r)) ¥- l; 
(3) H,(i) = H~(i). for all i < t + h(r), h(r) < h*(r) and H~(t + h(r)) = l. 
For each of these three cases we construct G and G as desired. 
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ad (1) Lets< t+ h(r) be the minimal i satisfying (1) and say that 
q =min H;:- 1(H,(s)) < s. 
The case min H~-'(H~(s)) < s is handled analogously. Put 
G = (0, 1, ... , t+ h(r) -1, s, t + h(r), ... , t+ k -1) E 9', (~+ 1 ) 
and put 
G = (0, 1, ... , t + h(r) -1, q, t+ h(r), ... , t + k -1) E 9',(~+1). 
Clearly, ( G, h(r)) = (0, 1, ... , t+ h(r) -1, s), and ( G, h(r)) = (0, 1, ... , t+ h(r) -1, q). As 
H,(q)=H,(s), it follows that m(G)=m(G). But, as H~(q)~H~(s), it follows that 
m*(G) ~ m*(G). 
and (2) Let q =min H~-'(H~(t+ h(r)). From (2) we know that q < t+ h(r). Put 
G = (0, 1, ... , t+ h(r) -1, t + h(r), t + h(r), t+ h(r) + 1, ... , t + k -1) E 9',(k;1) 
and put 
G = (0, 1, ... , t + h(r) -1, q, t+ h(r), t + h(r) + 1, ... , t+ k -1) E 9',(k;1). 
As (cfl ·G)· h(r) ~ (cfl ·G)· h(r) it follows that m(G) ~ m(G). But, as (G, h*(r)) · H~ = 
(G, h*(r)) · H~, it follows that m*(G) = m*(G). 
ad (3) From (4.1.2) we infer that H~(t+h(r))=/~H,+ 1 (t+h(r)). Let s:;;;t+h(r) be 
minimal satisfying 
H,+ 1(s) ~ H~(s). 
Let q =min H;:-~ 1 (H,+ 1 (s)). From (3) and (4.1.1) we know that q < s. Put 
G = (0, 1, ... , t + h(r), s, t+ h(r) + 1, ... , t+ k -1) E 9',(k;1) 
and put 
G = (0, 1, ... , t+ h(r), q, t + h(r) + 1, ... , t + k -1) E 9',(k;1). 
As (G,h(r+l))·H,+ 1 =(G,h(r+l))·H,+~o it follows that m(G)=m(G). But, as 
(G, h*(r)) · H~ ~ (G, h*(r)) · H~, it follows that m*(G) ~ m*(G). 
5. CANONIZATION FOR SURJECTIONS AND ITERATED VERSIONS 
In this section we prove the following theorems: 
THEOREM 5.1 (canonization for surjections). Let m and k be positive integers. Then 
there exists a positive integer n with the following property: 
for every mapping .:l: Y( ~) ~ N there exists a rigid surjection FE 9'(::,) and for every permuta-
tion H E Y( ~) there exists a k-canonical attribute function m (HJ E .At, k such that (recall that 
Y(';:) = 9'(7:) . :Jm) for all H, HE :Jm ' 
either Ll(F · G · H)~ .:l(F · G · H) for all G, G E 9'(7:), 
or Ll(F · G ·H) =Ll(F · G ·H) iffm<HJ(G) =m<fiJ(G) for all G, GE 9'(';;). 
THEOREM 5.2 (iterated version). Lett and m be nonnegative integers. Then there exists 
a positive integer n with the following property: 
for every mapping Ll: uk,;m 9',G)~N there exists an FE 9',(::,) and for every k:;;; m there 
exists a k-canonical attribute function m<kJ E .Al,.k such that for all k:;;;; k*:;;;; m 
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either A(F·G);CA(F·G)forall GE9',(Z') and GE9',(!;!) 
or A(F·G)=A(F·G) iffm(k)(G)=m(k*)(G)forallGE9',(Z') and GE9',(!;!). 
The basic lemma for proving these theorems is the following one: 
LEMMA 5.3. Let k :s; k* :s; m and t be nonnegative integers. Then there exists a positive 
integer with the following property: 
for every pair mE .;U,,k and m* E .;U,,k* of canonical attribute functions and for every pair of 
mappings A: 9', (~) ~ N and A*: 9', (k"•) ~ N satisfying 
A(G) =A(G) i.ffm(G) =m(G) for all G, GE 9',G) 
resp., 
A*(G) = A*(G) i.ffm*(G) = m*(G) for all G, GE 9',(t.), 
there exists an FE 9',(;:.) such that either 
(a) A(F ·G) ;C A*(F · G*) for all GE 9',(Z') and G* E 9',(!;!) 
or 
(/3) A(F ·G)= A*(F · G*) iff m(G) = m*(G*) for all G E 9',(Z') and G* E 9',(:;.). 
PROOF. 
(1) Let s = ( t + k*?- t. Then s has the following property: for every n ~ s and all 
G E 9', w and G* E 9', (t·) there exists an FE 9', G) and there exist HE 9', m and H* E 9', (,:.) 
with G = F · H and G* = F · H*. 
(2) Let rbe such thatforeverypairG, GE 9',G)thereexist F, FE 9',G) withF · G= F ·G. 
(3) Without loss of generality we can assume that m is so large that m ~ r. 
(4) Let a= l.'f,W X 9',(k5•)1 and b = 2a. 
(5) Let n be such that for every mapping X: 9', G)~ {0, ... , b -1} there exists an FE 9', (;:.) 
such that X(F ·G)= X(F ·G) for all G, GE 9',(;). Such an n exists according to the 
Graham-Rothschild partition theorem. 
( 6) We claim that n has the desired properties. In order to see this let A: 9', (~) ~ N and 
A*: 9', (t•) ~ N be given as described above. 
(7) Define a mapping X:9',G)~g>(.'f,(Dx9',(,:.)) by X(F)= 
{(G, G*) E 9',G) x 9',(k5•) I A(F ·G)= A(F · G*)}. According to the choice of n then there 
exists an FE 9',(;:.) such that X(F ·F)= X(F ·F) for all F, FE 9',(;). 
(8) Now, if X(F ·F)= 0 for some (and thus for all ) FE 9',{7), then (1) implies that 
part (a) of the lemma is valid. 
(9) So assume that X(F ·F) ;C 0 for some (and thus for all) FE 9',(;). It remains to 
show that X(F ·F)= {(G, G*) E 9',G) x 9',(,:.) lm(G) = m*(G*)}. 
(10) First we prove the inclusion from left to right. Assume to the contrary that there 
exist GE 9',(k) and G* E 9',(,:.) with A(F · F ·G)= A*(F · F ·G) for some (and thus for 
all) FE 9',(;), but m( G) ;C m*( G*). Then the mappings m, resp. m*, with domain 9',(;) 
which are defined by m(F) = m(F · F ·G), resp. m*(F) = m*(F · F · G*), belong to .;U,,., 
cf. Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.5. Also, m ;em*, according to the choice of G and G*. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.6, there exist F, FE 9', (7) with 
(11) m(F) = m(F) and m*(F) ;e m*(F), or 
(12) m(F) ,e m(F) and m*(F) = m*(F). 
Say (11) is valid. From the properties of the original mapping A we infer that A(F · F ·G)= 
A(~·~· G). Andz by choice of G and G*, it is A(F · F ·G)= A*(F · f · G*) and 
A(F · F ·G)= A*(F · F ·G). Hence, by transitivity it follows that A*(F · F · G*) = 
A *(F. F. G*), which would imply that m*(F) = m*(F), contradicting (11 ). 
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03) Next we prove the inclusion from right to left (cf. (9)). Pick (G, G*) E X(F ·F) for 
some (and thus for all) FE 9',(';'). This exists by (9). Now let (G, G*) E 9',(k) x 9',(,:_.) be 
such that m(G) = m*(G*). By (2) and (3) there exist F, FE 9',(';') with F · G = F ·G. From 
(10) it follows that m(G) = m*(G*). Hence, m*(F · G*) = m(F ·G)= m(F ·G)= 
m*(F · G*), i.e. a*(F · F · G*) = a*(F · F · G*). Also, a(F · F ·G)= a(F · F ·G) and 
a(F · F ·G)= a*(F · F · G*). Again by transitivity then a(F · F ·G)= a*(F · F · G*), 
showing that (G, G*) E A(F ·F), as desired. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let k,;;:; k*,;;:; m and t be nonnegative integers. Then there exists a positive 
integer n with the following property: 
for every pair of mappings a: 9', G)~ N and a*: 9', (,;'.) ~ N there exists an FE 9', (,::) and 
there exist canonical attribute functions mE Al,,k and m * E Alr,k* such that either (a) or ( f3) 
of (5.3) is satisfied. 
PROOF. Let m* satisfy (5.3) for all possible choices of k and k*. Let n satisfy (4.4) 
simultaneously for t, m*, k as well as for t, m*, k*. Then n has the desired properties. 
Given mappings a: 9', (;:) ~ N and a*: 9', (,;'.) ~ N, there exist FE 9', (,:.) and canonical 
attribute functions mE Al,,k and m* E Alr,k* such that the mappings aF: 9', (~·) ~ N and 
at: 9',c;::)~N with ap(G) = a(F ·G) and at(G*) = a*(F · G*) satisfy the hypothesis of 
(5.3). Hence the assertion follows from (5.3). 
PROOF OF (5.1). As Y(';:) = 9'(';;) · Y(t), iterate Lemma (5.4) with k = k* for all pairs 
H, HEY(t). 
PROOF OF (5.2). Iterate Lemma (5.4) for all pairs k < k*,;;:; m. 
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